
 

The NiceHome System

Warning: 
emergency  

call!

The new concepts of alarm and integrated home 
management of NiceHome System to manage, 
dissuade, protect and warn.

Peace and comfort:  
with NiceHome solutions
your home becomes 
practical, comfortable  
and safe

Discover Nice at

www.niceforyou.com

Click... Nice will take care of it! 
With just one Nice transmitter,  
automations for gates, garage doors, awnings,
rolling shutters and blinds are always  
under control as well as irrigation and garden  
lighting, and now also alarm systems.

Emergency call 
Each NiceHome control terminal,
included the miniaturized pocket 
transmitter, gives you the 
possibility to program a direct  
call to the numbers in your 
address book in order to transmit 
a customized - voice or text - 
message with a request for help.

Freedom from wires: speed  
of system set-up, economy,  
and flexibility 
Totally wireless solutions and 
combined wired-radio systems 
guarantee maximum flexibility  
of installation even where wiring  
is a problem.  
A much simpler way of creating
effective “made-to-measure” 
systems to protect and enhance 
comfort of the home! 

All under control,  
even from a distance
You can communicate from  
a distance with the NiceHome 
control unit in order to control  
its state via GSM or PSTN call.

Be always serene 
NiceHome adds more tranquillity  
to that offered by a traditional  
anti-intruder security system,  
with its anti-coercion and anti-
assault functions. The former 
allows to insert a code that 
simulates the deactivation  
of the system, excluding the  
local alarm system activation,  
while transmitting a call directly  
to the police station or to any  
other pre-set number.  
The second allows to activate  
the external sirens in situations  
of possible danger only by 
pressing a button on the  
remote control. 

Voice messaging 
Deterrent messages emitted
from the device within
the protected area,
giving prior notification
of the activation of the alarm
system, are very useful
to discourage housebreaking
attempts that, even if warded
off by the subsequent alarm,
may cause damages
in the process.
All NiceHome control units
and sirens give the possibility
to personally record a different
deterrent message. 

“Pet Immunity” function  
NiceHome HSD motion detectors 
are equipped with integrated  
Pet Immunity function, capable  
of recognising the presence 
of your little friends that might 
activate the alarm: a very useful 
function with no extra costs. 

Gates

Garage Doors

Road Barriers

Rolling Shutters
and Awnings

Solar Screens

Alarm System

Caution!  
Alarm-protected 

zone!

Warning!  
break-in attempt!
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Nice cares for the environment.
Using natural paper it avoids excessive
use of raw materials and forest exploitation.
Waste is reduced, energy is saved
and climate quality is improved.
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The NiceHome System

Deterrence and warning

Safety and protection

Tele Service  
Modem

Transmitter  
8-channel transmitter with 
4 programmable keys: 
automations, lighting,  
irrigation etc.

Control key-pad,  
wall-hung or portable

Alarm sirens  
via radio for outdoors  
with wired connection  
to Dual Band  
connection with  
built-in flashing light.

Siren  
via radio  
for indoors

Local organisation

The new concept of protection for today’s homes 
Thanks to the system evolution and to the availability of new technologies, the present  
trend allows to protect an area dividing it according to a concept of “concentric circles”.
• Deterrence from possible break-in attempts before they take place (in Zone A)  

thanks to voice messages emitted by the sirens.
• Activation of sirens on the first attempt at break-in through doors or windows (Zone B). 
• Calls to police only when the internal detectors (Zone C) give notification  

of the break-in within the rest of the house. 

Transmitter  
4-channel

Remote organisation

Zone A, garden or terrace;  
Zone B, external doors and windows; 
Zone C, house indoors

The considerable sound power  
is a great deterrent while the  
fl ashing light allows to locate  
the position easily.  
The voice deterrent models  
do not disturb neighbours,  
but surprise and warn  
off intruders.

Control units for alarm systems
via radio, Dual Band and combined,
wired and via radio, bidirectional
with GSM telephone dialling module. 
The NiceHome control units can
control not only alarm systems but also
up to 16 automations or groups of
automations, assigning the required
times and modes to each.

Miniaturised recessed receivers,  
for control via radio of commands sent
by the NiceHome system to switch on
lights, activate heating and irrigation 
systems, boilers, and all Nice automations 
for gates, garage doors, awnings  
and shutters. 

LightingRolling shutters Irrigation

Voice messaging  
and sms

Controlled infrared detector  
with volumetric lens;  
it detects and give  
notification of possible  
movements within  
the protected area

Infrared detector with vertical 
scanning lens, to protect
doors and windows

Controlled indoor detector 
with magnetic contact  
for detection of door  
and window opening

Volumetric infrared/dual 
technology via radio 
detector to sense  
any movement  
in the protected area

Controlled detector
for volatile fine particles

Volumetric detector  
for window breaking

All detectors have an estimated  
autonomy of over two years and the need 
to replace the battery is indicated  
with due notice.

Double technology 
volumetric detector,  
via radio, to be used 
outdoors

Water detection probe 

Integrated management
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Nice cares for the environment.
Using natural paper it avoids excessive
use of raw materials and forest exploitation.
Waste is reduced, energy is saved
and climate quality is improved.
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